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Yeah, some days definitely will long be remembered. Don't forget your promise of when I get too old to walk
that your going to put me in a float tube on Penn's and anchor me so I can fish the hatch!
One thing I did forget to mention in my "lengthy" post was a big lesson learned. Dog and I like to fish together
but we are different fisherman. I am envious about how patient he is and how methodically he fishes a pool.
We were fishing back and forth depending who caught the last fish so I was up ahead of Dog and found a really
nice pool. I mean this pool should have had a sign that said "Fish are here". Since I had caught the last fish I
waited for Dog to fish this pool. He gets up there and methodically fishes this pool with a Hi Vis Parachute that
he had been fishing for quite a while. Back to front and left to right and not a hint of a fish. He says, get down
here and fish that stimmie through here. Now like I said we are different fisherman and where he is methodical,
I am a “go for the prime spot” type.
Well for whatever reason I actually fished this pool the right way and started at the back (I'd like to think I'm
learning but it was probably just that I didn't have enough line out to get to the head of the pool) and on the first
cast a nice brookie crushes my stimmie. Dog looks at me and his expression says, “I can’t believe you just did
that”. He proceeds to put on a less bright fly and also catches one on his first or second cast. The only
difference was that most of the day was cloudy and at this time the sun was pretty bright. I wouldn’t have
thought brookies would be picky but the ones in this pool sure were!

